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NO. 2

0 Jerusalem! Jerusalem!
BJ A.

HE cold winter winds had
ceased to blow except an occasional breeze that came dmn1
from the higher mountains to quicken
the tep of the pcde~trian and energize
him as he ha -tcned on with his du tie'-.
The summer sun was beating back the
frost line in the early spring. The
early spring flowers were serving to
decorate the hillsides and make a
fringe on the roadside. The Hero of
our story had effected omc marvelous
cure which had made Hi- name
great. Two blind men had received
their sight under Hi mighty influence and the news of such things
had made Him famous. There wa.
talk of Him almost everywhere.

T

At a certain marriage fea. t in II i ·
early minist1y when the wine was
exhamted He relieved the ma~ter of
the feast from further embarrassment
by turning water into wine, which
provt:d to be the very best wine of
the fea t. He had also fed the multitudes when they were hungry and
satisfied them completely with only a
few fishes and barley loave of bread.
lVIany miraculou. hcalings had been
wrought by His magic touch. He
had calmed the wave and beat hack
the storm. He had been seen ,valking on the surface of the water of the

J. To:-.1L1. •so.·

Sea of Galilee as we walk on the hard
floor or paved street.
It nas His la ·t journey from
Galilee to Jerusalem. He came do,rn
the eastern trail through the country
of Perea and cros~ed the Jordan near
J cricho-perhaps at the vrry place
where Joshua had led the Israelites
acro:s on dry land, as the waters
di, i<lccl to let them pass. i\Iany
people followed Him be ide Hi.tweh-e close followers. As they ,vcrc
departing out of Jcricho still going
toward Jerusalem, hlin<l Bartimarus
,Yas restored and given good eyesight
again. It was probably late in the
afternoon when Jesus and His disciples reached the village of Betham·.
Thi " ·:is the home of Martha and
Mary and Lazaru.. It was a little
. tune village on the southcastt'rn slope
of Olivet. north of the Jericho road,
urrounded w·ith fig-garden and termer-walls, less than two mile"' from
Jrrusalem.
It will be remembered that Brthany wa the home of J esw during
the passion week. He went over to
Jcrusalcm during the day, and back
t<:1 Bethany for the night. It wa: on
one of the. e early morning trips out
of Bethany to Jerusalcm that Jesus
became very hungry and sering a fig
tree in the way He cxpectrd some ripe

fruit on it, but whrn Ile came to it
there was no fruit on it-nothing
but leaves. Ile sccmrd ycry much
disappointed, and told the tree that
no fruit should ever grow upon it any
more. A· the disciples watched with
astonishment, they presently saw the
leaves wither away after He had
spoken.
Jesu wa· again on His way to
Jerusalem from Bethany. As they
came near the little village of Bethphage, He sent two of His di,ciples
into the village to get a colt. \Vhen
they brought him they cast the~ garments on him and set Jesus thereon.
Altho11gh the colt had never been
ridden before, l;e behaved himself
well " ·ith the Lord on his back. On
thcr went toward Jeru.alem. l\Iany
wt're shouting praises to God. The
multitude had gathered. A delegation from Jerusalem met the others
on the way. Ther were rejoicing
greatly in their King when s11ddcnly
He came in sight of the city, and a. He beheld it He began weeping and
in distinct tones He said, "If thou
hadst knmvn, even thou, at least in
this thr day, the things which hclon~
unto thy peace! but now they are hid
from thine eyes.
"For the days shall come upon
thee, that thin~ enemies shall cast a
trench about thee, l!nd compass thee
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0 Jerusalem! Jerusalem!
"Tho rt th at killest the prophets, and stonrst 111cm w hich are se,it
1111to th ee, how of te,~ wo uld I have gat herrd thy childreii togeth er , evm as a hen galh ereth her ch ick6ns 1111der her wings,
and J e wo11ld not! Behold, j '011r hottse is lef t 111110 you desolat e."

round, and keep thee in on every side.
"And shall lay thee even with the
ground, and thy children with thee;
and they shall not leave in thee one
stone upon another; because thou
knewest not the time of thy visitation."
Here was the Lord of the whole
earth right there in the midst of
honor and rejoicing by others as they
shouted, "Hosanna to the son of
David: Blessed is he that cometh in
the name of the Lord ; Hosanna in
the highe t," astride that colt weeping over a doomed city. The inquiries
rolled in from the inhabitants wanting to know this great man.
o,
they did not know the Lord of Hosts
was visiting their city every day. The
<'ity did not awaken to the fact of
that being its chance to do honor to
their King. They slept over their
time. There was no way to awaken
them. Miracles would not do it;
sound preaching could not do It;
driving droves of cattle and sheep
out of the temple court could not do
it. They were covered over with unbelief and sin until they did not know

their own king. They were ound
asleep-bound by the chains of
slumber so tight that nothing could
awaken them.
Jesus had been there before and
delivered pmverful mes ages in their
presence. He often attended their
yearly fea t and wa always ready to
perform His part of the service. It
was at one of these great feasts that
thi. wonderful messer1ger, when only
twelve years old, was left by His
mother and Joseph who later found
Him "about His Father's business"
sitting in the midst of the doctors,
both hearing them, and asking them
questions. He commenced His warning me ages early in life and then
during the la t years of His ministry
He laid great emphasis on the importance of their giving heed to Him.
A few instances may be given here.
The scene was the Temple, in the
court of the women. The festival
which was being celebrated for eight
days was the annual Thanksgiving
Feast of the Jews. In this court were
not only the trumpet openings into
which offering of money were cast,
but also the four gigantic candelabra,

or branched candlesticks, seventy-five
feet high, and with four golden bowls
for oil, in the center of this court.
At night these were lighted, and the
light emanating from them wa
visible to the whole city. Around
these lights pious men danced before
the people with lighted candles in
their hands, singing hymn and songs
of prai e, similar to the way our
people dance and sing before the
Lord in meeting , while the Levites,
who were tationed on the fifteen
steps which led into the women's
court, accompanied the songs with instrnments of music.
Let us uppose our elves among the
number of " 'orshipper who, on the
last, the great day of the £ea t, are
leaving their booth at daybreak to
take part in the service The pilgrims
are all in festive array. They follow
a priest who bears a golden pitcher
to the fountain of Siloam, in the valley outh of the Temple. Here the
priest fills from thi fountain the
golden pitcher, and brings it back into the court of the Temple amid the
shouts of the multitude and the ound
of cymbal and trumpet .
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The rejoicing was so great that the
rabbis used to say that he who had
never been present at the ceremony,
and at the similar ceremonies by
which this feast was distinguished,
did not know what rejoicing meant.
The return was so timed that they
should arrive just as they were laying the pieces of the sacrifice on the
great altar of burnt offerings, toward the close of the ordinary morning sacrifice service.
Ju t at this point, when the interest has been raised to the highest
pitch, probably as the last words of
the 118th Psalm were chanted, and
the worshipp,ers were saying, "Blessed
be he that cometh in the name of
the Lord, • • • bind the sacrifice
with cords, even unto the horns of the
altar. . . . 0 give thank:s unto the
Lord: for he is good: for his mercy
endureth forever," and its echoes
were dying away into a hushed
silence a voice resounded through the
temple, so shrill and clear that all
heaven and earth might hear, "If any
man thirst, let him come unto me and
drink".
Again toward evening of the same
day, the great lamps were lighted,
shedding their light over the whole
scene. These lamps were probably in
commemoration of the pillar of fire
which guided the Israelites through
the wilderness to Canaan.

In a pause in the evening ceremonies, when the multitudes were
hushed for a few moments the voice
of Jesus once more rang out clear
and strong: "I . am the light of the
world: he that followeth me shall not
walk in darkness, but shall have the
light of life". As if He had said:
Follow me, as your fathers followed
the Shekinah light, go where I show
you the way, and as surely as they
were led to their promised land, I
will lead you and your nation to the
fulfillment of your hopes, and the
realization of the promises of God
and the visions of His prophets.
Warning after warning was given
by this wonderful Prophet, but still
·.... throng continued in unbelief
Finally the last

message came. Doubtless it fell with
a tremendous thud upon the ears of
the impenitent. He had exhausted
every means to call that favorite city
to repentance, but on, on they went
in their mad wild rush to their
eternal doom. It was one of those
days near the close of His ministry
while He engaged in enthusiastic
teaching and preaching that His compassion reached its clima,x and it
seemed all He could do was to turn
it over to its inevitable doom
when He compassionately exclaimed,
"Nevertheless I must walk today, and
tomorrow, and the day following: for
it cannot be that a prophet perish out
of Jerusalem.

"O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which
killest the prophets, and stonest them
that are sent unto thee; how often
would I have gathered thy children
together, as a hen doth gather her
brood under her w:ings, and ye would
not!
"Behold, your house is left unto
you desolate: and verily I say unto
you, Ye shall not see me, until the
time come when ye shall say, Blessed
is he that cmneth in the name of the
Lord".
Jerusalem was doomed. That great
city where the Lord had put His
name was doomed. The city of
David with its magnificent Temple
was soon to be overthrown. The
people had slept over their time. The
final sentence was prononnr-ed. Any
efforts now to redeem the time would
be in vain. History gives the sad
picture of the happenings of the few
short years that followed. It was
only about forty years later that the
desolation came. The inhabitants
The
perished by the thousands.
powers of the underworld seemed to
be let loose to reek their fury upon
that once honored place. The temple
was thrown down, fire broke out and
the hot seething flames leaped and
wrangled with tremendous heat and
fury until it was one vei:itable mass
of hell. The moans and groans and
shrieks and wild ferocious efforts to
escape were beyond description. Men,
women and children frantically raced

through the streets to reach a place of
safety and of ten rushed into worse
quarters where there was no way of
escape and thus they sank down in
despair and were gone. Multitudes
were destroyed, all because the city
authorities failed to accept the
Messiah when He came and gave
them the wonderful messages of
warning.
What about our modern cities? If
Christ should come to New York
with its millions of souls, doubtless
He would weep over it as He wept
over Jerusalem. Although its spires
and steeples mark the many places
where His name is mentioned, how
many of the people gathered there
from time to time would really accept Him if He should walk in some
Sunday morning? If He should suddenly make his appearance on the top
of the Woolworth building and with
the voice of thunder make every one
hear while He called the roll-make
all the rush of business cease and
cause a hush to seize the entire population, what would the answer be?
How many would hang their heads
in shame? How many would wring
their hands and scream with fear upon them? How many would rejoice
at the sound of His melodious voice
when there are probably le s than a
.thousand in that great city who
actually have the Holy Ghost? Let
me repeat the question, What would
'
the answer be?
What if this Christ of the Bible
should be seen walking around New
York on the placid bosom of the great
ocean, or was carried steadily on the
topmost crest of one of the mad rushing waves as it rolled in from midocean and suddenly leap to the top
of the statue of Liberty which was
presented to this country so long ago
by France, and then in a moment bid
the storm to cease and call for every
man, every woman, every child, from
every race and nation under heaven,
and bid them listen while He cried,
"O New York, New York, how often
would I have gathered thee as a hen
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doth gather her chickens under her
wings, and ye ,vould not! Behold
your house i~ left to you desolate!"
How sad! How sad! \Vhat a picture!
ow ru.h across the waters to
l\larscilles, France, where it is ~aid
half of her women arc prostitute,.
Rush into the city by the ~;Jc of the
.\la. ter who lo\"cs purit~ of life and
the souls of men. Hear Him a· He
wl'ep~ an I e· claim~. '"If thou had:t
known he things "hicl1 belonJ!_ to
,:l\ peace! But they are l11d trom
thine c• e ! Thou art left desolate
and sl..1II he la"d even with the
ground ,•q,! thr chilllren with thee.
became thou knewest not the time of
t!1y \"i ·tati n."

arc

the small places are just as
to Him as those in the larger
cities. He is calling all. ""Whosoever will, let him take of the water
of life freely". But if they don't!
0, if they don't accept the invitation
\\ hat will their answer be when the
la t eternal roll is called!
One
never know· just when or how this
Christ will appear, but Ile is ure to
appear to all in some moment at ome
time.
111

,·.ti uable

escape. " 7hrn the roll is called there
must be a response.

A stor} is told of Saint Francis
who ,ms "riding one day near A: ·isi
when he was startled by a loathsome
spectacle. A leper was seated at the
roadside. For a moment he gave way
to a natural horror, till he remembered that he w·ished to be Christ's
.oldier. Then he returned and dismounted and went up to the poor
sufferer and giving an alms kissed
lovingly the hand "' hich received it.
Strong in hi hard-won victory he
rode on; hut when he looked back
th<•re \\·as no beggar to he seen; and
therefore hi heart was filh! with
unutterable joy, for he knew he had
seen the Lord".

But Jesus showed Himself interested in the villages and smallc ·t
hamlet. He is the . ame way nm\".
His weeping over small places might
not be o intrn:e, but the souls that

The l\laster will be coming 0011
and many are heeding the exhortation
to be readr, and to those who are
fully prepared II is presence will
bring unbounded joy.
Like the

Over in Penn_-yl:·ania a young man
was bossing his first job in digging the
Foundation for a big structure.
Orders were to dig do\\ n until he
. truck olid rock.

"You 'II know it, young man, because when you do you will strike
fire."

And this illustrates ho,,- . 11ddenly
In a day
and hour that people least expect II im
He will appear. And whether it be
• · cw York, l\.Iar eilles or any other
city Christ will call all to judgment.
, Tot one can hide out. Not one can

I Ie will come ome day.

He dug down for a di, tance, then
took some of the rock. that had been
dug up, to the "Old l\Ian"-who
was a veteran builder. "Look" aid
the young man, "i n't that solid
rock?"

"!\" o," replied the \"eteran, and the
young man tarted digging again.
fl e brought another sample, which
the old man again turned do,rn.
"How will I know when I have
struck solid rock?" asked the rounir
man.

The same is true in seeking the
blcs, ings of God-you \\'ill know
when you have ironc deep enough for
you will strike fire.

"l'd rather know the Rock of Ages
than the age of rocks," said \\'illiam
Jennings Bryan to the modern critic .

Bethany home they will give Hifl a
glad welcome. If He should liti!rallr
come ta your town would you be
pleased for Him to walk in at your
door? \Vould you want Him to
stop on the thre hold a,d weep because of sin within? If He should
come as a stranger ·would you invite
Him in? If you should know Him
a He comes near would your heart
beat with fear or gratitude? \Vould
it not be well to meditate upon these
things and make sure of your final
acceptance? Remember the doomed
city which meant final aestruction.
There may be doomed. cities in our
day.
Earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, fires, and many other
destructive
forces
are sweeping
through the world and no one knows
where the next will fall. All the e
forces are calling men to repentance.
but not all arc repenting.
The solemn warnings were given
first, then follmved the weeping over
the city and then the doom was pronounced. Jerusalem had thus passed
the deadline and there was nothing
left for it but destruction.
The
doomed city, Oh, the doomed city!
And what about the doomed souls
that are all around you, perhaps in
your own town and even in your own
home!

still somehow always holding its own
between

its venerable

covers,

and

waiting, generation after generation.
century after century, for the world
to atch up with it ?-By Edward S.

1llnrti11 in If arP1'r's 11!agazi111•.

A negro preacher was answering
Ingersoll's lecture on the ''l\.Iistakes
of u.1oses". "I cast no aspefaion ·", he

llow can one fail to admire the
gamene,~ of that old book, usually
in the thick of contrm·ersy, flouter!
dcni(·d, called out of date, burned at
the stake, mi qnott'cl to the p11 rposr.,
of the cln:r,an·. the inspiration of
innovator!>, the refuge of cranks, hut

aid, " on the \'Cr:tcity of 1\.1 r. Ingersoll.

1 make no remarks about which

character i. more likely to tell the
trnth.

l\[ r.

I just point out this one fact;
lng-rrsoll

;\ foses \\'a~".

wasn't

there,

and

•
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(Author Unknown)-=:
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N every field of human endeavor, he that is first must perpe;u.
ally live in the white light of publicity. Whether the leadership be vested in a man or in a manufactured product, emulation and envy are ever at work.
In art, in literature, in mus:c, in industry, the reward and
the punishment are always the same.

The reward is widespread recognition; the punishment, fierce denial
and detraction. When a man's work becomes a standard for the whole
world, it also becomes a target for the shafts of the envious few. If his
work be merely med 'ocre, he will be left severely alone-if he achieve a
masterp:ece, it will set a million tongues a-wagging.
Jealousy does not protrude its forked tongue at the artist who produces
a commonplace painting.
Whatsoever you write, or paint, or play, or sing, or build, no one will
strive to surpass or to slander you, unless your work be stamped with the
seal of genius.

~

Long, long, after a great work or a good work has been done, those
who are disappointed or envious, continue to cry out that it cannot be done.

~~
.\

Spiteful little vo'ces in the domain of art were raised against our own
Whistler as a mountebank, long after the big world had acclaimed him its
greatest artistic genius. Multitudes Rocked to Bayreuth to worship at the
musical shrine of Wagner, while the little group of those whom he had
dethroned and displaced, argued angrily that he was no musician at all.
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The little world continued to protest that Fulton could never build a
steamboat, while the big world Rocked to the river banks to see bis boat
steam by.

~~

The leader is assailed because he is a leader, and the effort to equal him
is merely added proof of that leadership.
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Failing to equal or to excel, the follower seeks to depreciate and to destroy-but only confirms once more the superiority of that which he strives
to supplant.
There is nothing new in this.
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It is as old as the world and as old as the human passions-envy, f e a r ,
f'..,
~
greed, ambition, and the desire to surpass.
l~

And it all avails nothing.

l. ( 1 . , ~

If the leader truly leads, he remains-the leader.

('.~

Master-poet, master-painter, master workman, each in his turn is assailed, and each holds his laurels through the ages.
That which is good or great makes itself known, no matter how loud
the clamor of denial.
That which deserves to live-lives.
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An Idol In America
Thi idol was at one time far up in Thibet, in the
hinterland of China. It is now located in a Museum
in New York City.
The people of Thibet are said to have the lowest
standards of living and morality of any people in
the world. Yet they had time and money to erect
this idol, almost of solid gold. The tapestries and
the rug are pricele s-more than six hundred years
old.

Other Idols
Yet. if this Idol could talk just imagine what it
would ay of its fellow idols in New York City (and
mo t other cities).
"I am what you all wor hip-for I am gold.''
Look at the expression on the face, put there by
the skillful goldsmith. That expression seems to
say, "I know that no matter what happens, men
and women will worship me!"
Within a short distance from this idol's new seat
men (and women) rush at break-neck speed through
the streets and the mart-after GOLD.
Slaves of Gold-some by necessity and some for

the love of it-they rush on day after day and night
after night.

The Only W ealth
The only wealth that endures is that which comes
from above. Better is little with CONTENTMENT than great riches with strife.
Yes, there's something more than Gold. We have
found it in SALVATION. SANCTIFICATION
and the Baptism with the Holy Ghost.
I have often thought of what would happen if
we were to tell our friends that we had discovered
a gold mine-and we really had. If we offered them
an interest in it they would quickly take it.
Brethren, we have found Pure Gold, coming down
from above-untainted, unalloyed-the kind of Gold
that has been tried in the Fire.
In the next number of THE FAITHFUL
STANDARD there will be a sermon of great worth
on ''Gold, Tried in the Fire." I£ you wish to be
among the number "P.urified, Made White and
Tried" you will rejoice and perhap weep, with the
author of thi article. Ask for it.
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GEOR GE ROGE RS
By
George Rogers, Pentecostal boy,
son of holy parents, has been through
111a11 y e:rperiences since he left home:
college, poverlJ', wealth, and war in
France. Herr we /ind him in a New
York lwsj,ital, n wounded soldier.

PS and Downs, Downs and Ups
down-on the bed, trying to
-but George Rogers was
get well of his wounds-and thinking.
"Here I am," said George to himself half aloud, " ick, can't help myself, and I need money. I wish Columbus would hurry up, I want to
know how much I had left when I
went to war-and how much I have
now."
"There is one thing sure," said
George, continuing his soliloquy, "I
am going to give a tithe of all I possess to the Lord. Ten percent ought
to be His for bringing me out of that
hell hole of war as safe as I am. I'll
give Him ten percent outright. And
I might give Him a little more than
that. I get to thinking about tho e
fellows that didn't come backFather above, I believe I owe you
twenty percent instead of a tithe.
\Vhy, to think, perhaps there won't
be anything the matter with me but a
crippled leg, that will make me walk
awkward, but still I can walk. The
doctor say the old leg will be crippled
for life, but that I will be able to
hobble wherever I want to go."

U

"Still, I'm young, not quite thirty;
'Dear Father, if you will cure this by
your power so that I don't hobble too
bad, I will give one-half of all I
possess to Thy work upon the earth
-howsoever Thou dost direct.' Let
me see, I'll give ten percent today,
just as soon a Columbus come and
let me know how much I have-that'll go to variou kind of Chri tian
work. I'll give another ten percent
with a cane--and I'll give the re t I

J.

L. Wtt1n (wl,id1 i1 not /iiJ real name)

promise when I feel like the Lord has
cured me enough. Half to .the LordHalf to the Lord!"
"What do you mean, half to the
Lord," inquired the nurse. ''I mean
if Almighty God up above looks down
on humble me and cures me better
than the Doctor ays I can be cured,
I'll give the work of the Lord one
half of all I possess."
"How much do you think you are
worth, have you any idea?''
"Oh, I don't know," continued
George, "but when I went away I
left all my money with Columbus
Hooper to invest in tho e big war
boomers, and I know that I ought to
be worth three or four times what I
was worth when I went away-well,
I ought to be worth at lea t half a
million! Half to the Lord-I'm going
to give nventy percent anywaywhether I get all right or not-just
to how my gratitude for bringing me
back. Thank God, over there I got
it all fixed up with God before I got
into trouble-and lost con ciousness.
I don't know who would have gotten
my half million if I had kicked offor if that bullet had struck about two
feet higher up. Would God have
gotten it? Well, may be o. I don't
know what the law i , but di appearing as I would have without a will,
I believe that it would have gone to
my father and mother and si tersand if they had gotten their hand on
it-all of it would have gone to the
work of the Lord or else I don't know
them. Besides that, they would have
been so glad that I was safe at home
in heaven, that they would have given
it to God in gratitude for saving my
soul.''
"It must be wonderful to be in position to give so much to the Work
of the Lord-how doe it feel?"
queried the our e.
when I get up and hobble around
"Wonderful, Glory to God, it i

more than wonderful! The more I
think about it I am not sure but I
would be stingy to keep even half.
\Yonder what God would say if I
gave Him eventy-five percent-and I
just kept-Oh, I know a better way!
I believe I'll change ends with God.
After all I believe God has a better
right to that money than I have. He
fixed the plan that I should keep
ninety per cent, and give Him the
tithe, ten percent. If God could get
along on ten percent, why can't I revere it and give Him the ninety percent, and I'll keep the ten percent?
That makes me feel good right now.
That would be a new one, wouldn't
it? Of course I gue everybody
couldn't do that, and that is why He
put it the other way in His Book."
"The Bible ays, 'Give as you purpo e in your own heart,' " interrupted
the nurse.
"Then by the Grace of God I'll
give ninety percent to the Lord, and
just keep ten percent to start into
business with again. And if God will
prosper a Christian o much when you
give Him ten percent, just imagine
how He might bless if I give Him
nine times that. But I don't mean it
that way-I want to give it to Him
outright-He doesn't owe me anything-He paid me over and over
again when he curved the line that
bullet took when it started toward
me. He gave me LIFE RIGHT
HERE O THE EARTH! It was
God that did it-the sharpshooter
that leveled his gun at me didn't realize that 1 had a body-guard. Oh,
more than a body-guard. Man ha
made bullets that pierce the thicke t
armour-they had them over there.
But prai e to the 1ost High-they
haven't invented a gun that can penetrate the promise of God! The
promi c of God are sure and everla ting-I was protected with the promises of God!
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"Oh Lord, m:, God," he exclaimed
closing hi ere in prayer, as the nur e
wiped her eyes now gleaming with joy
at the exulting oldier, yet moi·t with
tear of under tanding and prai e.
''Oh, Heavenlr Father, I owe Thee
all. I will give Thee all-everything
is your - I owe more than I can pay
-not only for saving my life on the
battlefield, but for the everla ting life,
which Thou ha t preserved for meeven in the days of my wandering
Thou wast near me. I will give all
-for all to Thee I owe-a for my• elf, I ,,;ill tart all over at the very
beginning-all my money is yours."
How beautiful to see the young
man "·ho e years had been pent
vigorouslr, powerfully workingwho. e fortune had exceeded a hundred thou and dollars before he went
to war-and with war over, and inve. tment·, ure to have increa. ed several fold-lay it all down at the
:\laster's Feet. Like the rich young
man of old, to whom Je us aid, "One
thing thou lacke t, sell that thou hast
and give it to the poor."
Don't let anybody fool you, God
i. picking out ome good men in the e
days, perhaps you don't meet them
all. but He is. He work in various
way . The prayers of George'
father way down in Georgia, and hi
mother and hi~ ister -they went to
the throne of God, morning and night
-tears that could not be denied. And
if a good Chri tian girl loves a good
Christian man she will pray for him
too. And friends too remembeTed
aid that if all the
him. And 'ti
prayer that were spoken for boy
who "ent to France "·ere gathered
into books, it ,rnuld take all the book
that have ever appeared in America
to contain them! There are still some
praying people in America, even
though when you go down the boulevard you may not think so!

*
There was a knock at the dooran orderly came in to ask if Columbus Hooper might ee the patient,
George Roger-.

As Culumbu came in, a mile had
to be forced from hi, lips-hi face
\\·a~ haggard, his hair uncombed, hi.
hat mi· rushed in hi hand. \Vith
great effort he greeted George, hiding
from him his old self, for ome unexplainable rea on.
Without e1·en completing the greeting, Columbus fell on the floor beside
the bed, and wept like a brokenhearted child. The nurse and George
,nre completely dumbfounded.
"\Vhat's the matter, Columbus,
don't worry, I'm not hurt much, and
Im going to be all right,'' in. i ted
George.
At la t, lifting bis head as if shyly,
he a ked George, "How much time
,vill you give me to make good what
I have lost for you?"
"But what have you lost?"

"I have lost everything you left
with me-everything! You recall that
you sold all your shares in the company which you had organized, and
that "·hen you went away you told
me to inve t the money in some war
boomer., and make ome real profits
on it. That far wa· all right. I old
and got more than
the share
$100,000 for them. I took the money
and inve ted it in two concern with
enormous war order for powder and
cotton. I saw the order with my
own eye . I invested ju t a much of
my own money a I invested of your
money-and we lo t it, but by my
fault solely."
"How did it happen that you
picked the ,nong hor e ?" interrupted
George.
"George, you may find it hard to
believe, but I investigated the propoition more minutely than for any inve tment I have ever made for any
person in the world, and in my .ix
year I have been at the head of my
company I have invested more than
a hundred million dollars. But I ,,,.as
fooled, completely.
"I aw the orders that the Powder

l\1i11 had-they had to have more
machinery m order to turn it out.
They had to deliver the powder on

board hip at Baltimore-and ,vould
get their moneJ C. 0. D., a check on
ork.
the Haywood Bank in • Tew
I "ent to the Haywood Bank, Agent
for the Allie,, and the mone) \\'athere---everything wa · ro y. They
took our money-manufactured the
powder-and tru k load after truck
load wa tanding on the wharf waiting for the boat to arrive. The president of the Po" der Company rushed
around like a man po e,,ed-where
,ns the ship---it had been waiting
there the day before-after fom day.
the dreadful truth " ·a discoveredthe manufacturer had been duped by
German agent.-the , ecret ervice
Department had found that the boat
wa running the gauntlet to get
po\\·der into Germany-and had
failed.
"The po,Yder plant was confiscated
as ha,·ing been implicated in the expo. ed plot-not until after the war
wa over was the powder company
exonerated-and the powder plant
then ,Ya. n't worth it~ weight in
moke-our money is gone!
"The cotton part of the money di appeared in much the ·ame way. I
didn't knO\r that cotton was u-ed m
making gun-cotton, or u ed in any
way in making explosive,~. I thought
cotton was to make cloth from. I
financed a shipment of cotton---every
boat was to be con\'oyed-and our
boat was-but it wa · ;;ubmarined.
Y011 and I "ould both ha,·e been millionaires if these two deals had gone
through. But here I am-broke. All
thi· happened \Yithin a few week
after you went a"·ay-. ince that time
I ha\·e tried my best to make it backbut e\·erything ha gone wrong-and
I am a broken man today.''
"All right, Columbus, you-''

"No, it i. n't all right-I come to
you ju t as ho11e t a when I took
your money-the .ame Columbu,, the
ame orphan buy that your father
picked up in a good home, and prayed
over and whipped-and as God lives
and give me health and strength I
will repay you every cent-the only
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question 1,, ,vill } ou trust me until
I do."
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A ·trange smile crept acro,s
George' face-a calmne seemed to
be there-not disturbed-George took
the news almost a if he had not been
surpri ed. This baffied Colllmbus
completelr. At first he thought perhap · George did not realize the extent of his ruin-that ·when he did
then the worst could be expected.
But the ·miling countenance remained-he wa
almost beaming.
The nurse looked at him knowingly, and the two seemed to feel
a resignation to it all, all of which
greatlr distre sed olurobus, making
him think that someone else had told
George before him. To Columbus
it seemed that the expre ion was,
"I knew it, ,,·hy try to explain itit' · too late nu,, -you are some dub
with money.''
The nur e opened her lips as if to
say ·omething, hut George quietly
nodded his head \\ ith a meaning that
,he ,hou ld sar nothing. The quietne s \\'as o,·envhelming. Columbu ,
whose ner ve. had been all but ·hattered in th e months he had tried to
recuperate thi, money for George, was
on the verge of collap e. Anything
would relieYe the situation-a word,
a tear, someone coming in the door.
'u ddenhthe
expression
on
George's face underwent a tremendou · tran formation-the mile di appeared, the eyes stared vacantly at
the ceiling, hi mouth was more than
half opened, he lifted a clenched fist
from berieath the covers, and rai ing
it above, exclaimed in a half-guttering voice, "I'll do it! I'll do it! I'll
do it!" Columbu. gned in ama7..rment upon the figure before him, not
realizing all that was taking place,
but ure that it wa an oath of eternal
vengeance upon him fer his terrible
lo e . It staggered Columbu , pitiful
and· broken already and not ready to
take up the defense in a fight of
vengeance.
The uprai ed fi t unclenched, the
hard line about George's face slack-

ened, the eyes opened, not n ith fierce
anger gleaming out, but the calmnes·
that ·w as there as he closed them . And
in a quiet Yoice, a tear of confirmation in either eye, Columbu· heard
him say as he looked upwards toward
heaven, "Yes, Iy Lord, I will."
It is out of the valley of the ~hadow
that God picks up hi. be t men.
Away out on the mountain, forlorn
and alone, caught in the bramble,
torn and bleeding, God find the lamb
that becomes the leader of the Rock.
Those ,Yho go to the depth of sorrow
seem to be able to appreciate more
than the others just how great i.
God's love and how much they owe
to Him.
It is difficult for ,ome materiali ·t
to realize it, but the distre that had
changed the expression on George'
face on being appri. ed that all hi
money \\'as gone was not becau'e he
had lo.t the money-B T GOD
HAD LO T IT. He had already
given it to God-all of it. Then as
the realization da,vned upon him that
he had nothing to give-he wa completelr undone. H e had realized what
it meant to have God give him life!
"Thou hast done much for me-but
\Vhat have I done for Thee."
But the answer had come! \Vhen
God gets His loving eye on his man,
He i ever near. Hover ing over that
ho pital bed wa the voice of Jesu ,
and with two witne e , the nurse and
Columbu , George had made a great
cOll ecration. The spirit seemed to
ay to George, " Really, what I
wanted was not your money-it wa.
YOU." "I'll do it," meant that "I
can't give you what I promi. ed, but
I am o grateful to have my life
pared, and for everlasting life, that
I GIVE MYSELF FOR THY
ER.VICE." All thi, recalled his
dedication in France.
George was like many other., who
forget ju, t how they dedicated themelve to God-and do it over and
over again.
George explained all these thing
to Columbus who was so weak in

con ternatiun at it all, that he had not
even ri~en from hi' kneeling po·iti0n
at the side of the bed. As George
finished hi,, story, he placed hi band
on the bowed head beside him, and
said:
"Columbu , I don't want your
mone1 ; I gave it all to God; you don·t
°'"e it to me, you owe it to Him
above. But He wants your heart!''

If you have ever seen a big- ·ize
man bo\\· down before God, and hi
\\·hole frame hake in contrition and
repentance, big sob· breaki ng outand no matter who is listening-pouring out their ,orrow to God-that
wa the ·cene then and there.
Columbus wa the orphan, George
the heir; not brother in the Re,h,
but brother in righteou·ne s. The
nurse poured out her prayers alo ng
with the two brother -the firt ministrations of that kind he had taken
part in in the ho.pital-but she 1'Vitne ed the welding of two brothers in
the Lord.
Out of the Glo11 of the Lord that
filled the room that day there went
a me sage to father and mother
Rogers down in Georgia-a letter
burning with love, and an announcement, such a may God grant may
come from many another son whom
God may put Hi hand upon-a long
letter aying that George Rogers and
Co!umbu Hooper, long team-mates
in working for them elves, will become team-mates in working for God.
There wa
rejoicing down in
Georgia when that letter came. The
old father and brother called in their
friends, saying, "Rejoice w·ith me,''
and there wa a shout in the camp of
the aints.

The story would have ended here,
but for a sad development which came
i11 the full fruit of their vie torr in the
work of the Lord, and out of which
it was hard to see how the Lord God
could bring Glory unto himself. Of
that be sm·e to read, for the story is
completed in the nex-t issue of THE
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$100,000
Edward W. Bok depo ited with the
Girard Trust Company, as his financial representative, ecuritie to cover
the -i-100,000 American Peace Award
and its subsidiary award ..
"Thi hould be a convincing argument,'' aid ~ Ir. Bok to a correspondent standing beside him, "that the
Award Committee means business.
The money is beyond my control, and
i no-w at the call of the Committee
whenever it i needed."
"You fully expect, then, to get a
plan for the $100,000 Award?" Mr.
Rok wa a·ked.
"I certainlr do," was the quick reply. "The American people have
been doing far more thinking along
the lines of our foreign relations tl1an
some people imagine. A research
which I conducted from New York
to an Francisco before I made the
Award hawed that where, three year
ago, there ,vere three in every ten in
favor of some sort of a League of ation., the percentage i now seven in
every ten. Public opinion is swinging
completely around in thi matter.
There is, therefore, a wide-spread
public opinion on the question of what
the United States Government should
do, and this is the psychological time
to cry. talize it and offer it an avenue
for expression."
"Do you believe that the people
can do what the legislators at vVashington ha,·e failed to do?" the correspondent a. ked.

PEACE PRIZE

them an avenue for expression. This
is all I am doing. The people have
never had a direct chance to accept
thi problem of a foreign policy of
their own. They have never been
a ked to solve it. I believe they have
distinct ideas on this subject. Theodore Roose, elt once aid to me: 'It's
a big job to awaken the American J}ublic, but when it awake you want to
get from under.' This matter ha
reached this point. It has taken three
years. But the people have, I am sure,
now reached certain conclusions on
what hould be done by their Government to help Europe. Thi Award
offers them a chance to expres those
conclu-ion ."
"And a fortune?" interjected the
corre pondent.
"Well, yes," replied l\1r. Bok
smilingly. "But the offer is not so remarkable as some think. It has noYelty
about it, of course, and it i a generous amount. But men of means
haye thought little of giving $100,000
to ho pitals. '\,Vhy . houldn't I offer
$100,000 to try and help a sick
world? Beside , I do not look upon
this money as giving it or spending it:
I con ider it as a patriotic investment
to try and solve a question that has
been hanging all too long in the air
and which involves the integrity of
the people of the United States."
"You believe, then, that it is a
que tion of integrity?" Mr. Bok was

"l\1ost assuredly," was the positive
an wer. "I believe firmly in the creative adaptability of the American

asked.

people. They have a natural gift for
the creative. But you roust provide

to do our part to prevent another war.
We don't wan t another experience

"Emphatically," was the answer.
"It is distinctly up to us as a people

such a the last one, and we have aid,
through President Harding, that such
a thing shall not happen again. But
we have done nothing in a concrete
sense to make our ·word good. This
Award i· the ,earch for an idea to
how that we mean what we ay. Taturally, we do not want to get mixed
up in the political question of
Europe: they are different from ours,
and ,\·e have no bu ine.s in or with
· or do we want to be comthem.
pelled to send our boy across the
Atlantic e, err time a war cloud appears on the European horizon. Those
ideas are repellent to all of u., and
they were not in my mind when I
offered the Award. My idea, singly
and olely, i to search the American
mind for an idea whereby the American people can do their part with the
other nation to avert another war:
an idea born not of politics or of partisan hip, but of the straight-thinking,
ideal-loving and fair-minded American. The idea may be something
entirely new, or it may take the form
of modifications of the covenant of
the League of ations. We have got
to live in a friendly world, and we
are too important a nation and too
direct a part of the world to insist
upon our former policy of 'splendid
isolation.' We can no longer tand
aloof while the rest of the world is
uffering from pre ent problems or in
danger of future wars. We must decidedly do our share. That duty we
cannot shirk. And I believe, in my
heart, that some one, somewhere in
America, ha t hat idea and w ill point
the way . T hat idea will be cheap at
$100,000."

"THE MEANEST MAN IN THE WORLD", A certain man heard of him - and went to
find out if it was true - it wasn't, but you will want to read it Coming in The Faithful Standard
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OU R AN SW ER
It certainly would be worth $100,000.00 to
get a plan to keep peace in the world. The
cost of the recent world war ran into figures
that most of us couldn't count. It cost all of
us something and we are still paying for it.
lieves that there are some plans that will be
The FJ\ITHPUL STAND ARD firmly behelpful. And any plan that will keep war from
knocking at the door of our homes we will welcome.
But there is one thing that we do knowand that is the way to stop war is to take the
war out of people.
Before the kingdom of Christ was set upon
the earth it was a common place to kill and
make war. The Christian influence has made
wars less frequent.
And yet the gainsayer asserts that there have
been more religious wars than any other kind.
There have been wars in which the one side
was of one religion and the other side of another. But careful inquiry shows that just
like in Israel of old, WHEN SOMEBODY
BACKSLID then there was war.
Even Civil wars in Isreal came about through
backsliding. Absolom stood at the gate, and
greeted those who came to see his father, King
David, and kissed them, and won their hearts
away from their king, the Lord's anointed
Bloodshed and death followed.

THE WAY
TO WORLD PEACE
There is a way to world peace, thanks be
to God. You and T H E F A IT H F U L
STAND ARD knows what it is. IT IS BY A
WORLDWIDE REVIVAL. Let men and women lay aside their sinful pride and selfishness;
let them learn to love their neighbors-AND
THERE WILL BE NO MORE WARS.

But if I can read prophecy correctly, no legislation, no decrees of man can change the sure
word of the Prophet. And according to those
prophets there is going to be more war.
A few days ago I talked with a man, who I
sincerely believe knows more about international affairs than any other man in the United
States. And without resorting to the Scriptures, taking his cue only from what he knew
direct from a trip to Europe, he declared that
within a very few years there would be a mightier war than the recent ones-RIGHT OVER
THERE IN THE MESOPOTAMIA N VALLEY, where the Battle of Armageddon is to
be fought.
Sometime soon right here in the pages of
THE FAITHFUL STANDARD we are going
to relate the amazing fulfillments of prophecy
-from the beginning of time until now.
We are also going to show the prophecies
which have not yet been fulfilled. These things
are amazing to us. We beco::-:.e as dust, as we
contemplate how the , ::~eeing eye of our
mighty God sees all-knows all.

GOD HAS PROMISED
PEACE ON EARTH
The wise men of the earth fail to read the
Scriptures. If they would only read the Scriptures they could see how God Himself was preparing for a reign of peace on earth-when the
lion and the lamb would lie down together.
When there shall be no more war-AND
RIGHTEOUSNE SS SHALL REIGN IN THE
EARTH.
May God hasten the day! Let us labor and
look for that day when Christ Himself shall
bring peace to the earth. When wars shall be
no more.

THE FAITHFUL STANDARD
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0 India, with three hundred million
THAT HA VE NEVER HEARD
OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST ;
to China, reaching out after something they know not what, for re t for their
ouls. To Japan, sorrowing upon the greatest
calamity in hi tory; to all nations that know
not God the
ITED BIBLE INSTITUTE i
dedicated thi day.
And to those of the homeland, blinded by
sin and forgetting the Lord of hosts, where
the hepher<ls are not leading the flocks nor
warning them of the dangers of sinful lifeto every inner The UNITED BIBLE INSTIT TE IS DEDICATED.
And fir t of all it is dedicated to those sincere Christians, who know God, and love Him,
and serve Him daily, who weep before him,
aying:

"Thou hast done so much for me,
What can 1 do for Thee?"
Those Christians who would be real
workers in the vineyard if only they could
attend a Bible School for a period of Chri •
tian Training-and "Study to show themelve approved unto God, workmen that need
not lo be ashamed". To those who wish to
become life-long workers for the Lord the
NITED BIBLE INSTITUTE is dedicated.
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The Fields are White Unto Harvest
But the Laborers are Few!

)1

,\.BORER are needed in SunJay

Schools, Preache1·s are needed,
home mi ionariei; are neede,L
and there i - ever a call for mi •
-ionariP in the foreign field .
There are not enough schools to supply
the demand, even if all were filled to
capacity.
We mu L begin work on a larO'e ·cale to
e-van"'elize the world.
THOUSANDS OF THE VERY BEST
CHRISTIAN WORKERS WILL NOT BE
ABLE TO LEAVE HOME AND ATTEND
SEMINARY OR BIBLE SCHOOL.
Home cares are too pre sing, or the expense
of it i prohibtive.
It is not nece sary Lo leave home to become a Christian " orker. YOU CA
HOME.
T DY RIGHT I YOUR O
at yotu· own fireside.
CEME T
ANNO
On January 1st, 1924, a new Clasn of deot d Christian will beain preparing at
home for greater ervice for the Ma ter.
We want you to join them. Why put the
matter off for a ingle day? You can conider the matter, and pray over it bet, een
now and January 1st, but we want to tell
. on omething about the work of this new
cla · without any obligation.

Th e United Biblf' Institute is
under the superintendence of A. ].
Tomlinson himself. And tho e who
know him realize that there are few
men today upon whom h-eaven has
poured greater blessing. as a soul
winnf'r and a teacher.
SE

rn

FOR FREE BOOKLET
"·HOW TO WIN O L
FOR CHRI T"'.

Thi booklet i pre ented free by
the C ITED BIBLE I TITUTE
to eYery . incere Chri Lian. D. L.
Moody, Charles G. Finney, John
We 1 y, and other of the greatest
soul winners helped write tbi book.
Even if you are not sure you will
, i h to take up the cour e, you
ought to end for this free book.
And if you know of any friend
who really ought to become a Chri •
tian worker-include hi name al o
-and we will end a booklet to botl1.

Mail the Coupon To-day

ID4t lluitth ilthlt lJnntitut.e
A Home tudy chool of Chri tian Training

A. ]. Tomilson, Superintendent
A. J. Tomlinson, Supt.,
United Bible Institute,
Cleveland, Tennessee.
Please send me the free booklet, "HOW TO
WIN SOULS".
Name .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .. - - - - . - . - - • •
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , ....... .

Cleveland Tennessee
Also, will you please send one of
the booklets to the following address. (A person that ought to be
a Christian Worker).
Name . . . . . . . . . . . • - • • · • • • • · · ·
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Let us unite our prayer~ to God
for more and greater outpouring of
the Holy Gho t. Don't be satisfied
with only little showers, let us pray
for flood .-Isaiah 44 :3.
\Ve are told that President
Harding had some premonitions
about not getting back to the White
House alive before starting on his
trip to Alaska. Singularly enough 1
called to see a friend who was lying
at the point of death and was told
of his neighbor who was very much
grie\·ed over the ituation. An hour
later I met this neighbor who very
excitedly told me of his neighbor's illness and a ked if I had been to see
him. I told him I had and found
him unconscious. He was much agitated and was afraid our friend would
not recover. It was only a few
hour. until new came of his departure. This neighbor seemed hale and
hearty at the funeral, but only a few
day later he dropped dead while
working in his garden. How suddenly changes come! Warning after
warning is given, but as often they

are thrown a ide and disregarded.
All should take heed and be ready
for the joyful sound-not the solemn
, ound.
Our nature often needs to be
softened and subdued; and rever es
and grief over the loss of relatives
have a tendency to bring about a melThe
low submis ive e:,rperience.
blessings of the Lord poured out also
have a good soothing effect and
should be invited and appreciated.
Season your daily life with prayer
and praise and this will help to keep
you tender hearted and full of sympathy for a lost world.
One may be looked upon as being
foolish to continue in a course amidst
continuous opposition and persecution, but this is the way the Master
went before us and tens of thousands
ame course.
have followed the
There seems to be an impelling
power behind people who are right,
pushing them along against tremendous opposition. Why did not
the early Christians give up their
work and service of their Master

when the fires of persecutions arose
against them? Why were they so
persevering in their course, when to
draw back and fall in with the world
would have given them a much
smoother life? But to draw back and
give up the service would have invited the displeasure of God, and
they could better afford to bear the
sufferings of persecution than to endure the frowns of an angry God.
So we today are actuated by the
same Spirit that mond upon them.
There i - no place to stop the service
of the l\.1a ter even though the way
is rough. God is calling for heroes
now who will not flinch or give over
even in the severest tests. God, 0
God, rai e up a large regiment of
soldiers of the cross who have undaunted courage and I\ ill never know
defeat. Place upon them a touch of
p°'ver and zeal that no fires of perecution can ever quench, and send
them forth in this world with that
all-conquering tread that has never
been equalled since the days of Peter
when he was the giant for healing
and raising from the dead those who
had pa, ·ed over to the other side. If
you want to join in thi crusade, get
the flame and come on.
How could John Bunyan ·write a
book while behind the bars in Bedford jail that carries a touch of inspiration with it and has been styled
as the next book to the Bible for
good? It \va because he was not a
criminal, but was in jail because of
the sins of others. God is with His
no
innocent sons and daughter
matter where their lot is cast. He
does not forsake His own even if
their close friends adjudge them
guilty and arc hone t in their opinion
and turn away from them. He
sticketh closer than a brother. \Vhy
not stick to Him? Who i better to
trust?
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Any thin g to Take Us Deeper
By A
ANY have been praying for
God's best. The burden of
the prayer has been, "Lord,
take me deeper." And many 11ave
gone so far a to say, "Lord take me
deeper, at any cost." When this kind
of a prayer is prayed, one never knows
the extent nor do they know how
much it will mean for God to give
the real answer.

M

We often think, and most generally is it true, that we expect the bles ing, of God to bring good feelings,
great joy, and ecstatic happiness. But
how often has it taken the reverse to
an wer the one special prayer, "Take
me deeper, at any cost."
The fond father desires his child
to grow up to be manly, good and
great. The child is happy at home
but how often is this happiness
changed into sorrow, sadness and grief
by the stripe received from a loving
father's hand in times of disobedience
and stubbornness. It has been stated
by a great and wise man that, "He
that pareth his rod hateth his son:
but he that loveth him chasteneth him
betime ."
ow this same thing is
true with God, for we are told by the
writer of Hebrew that, "Whom the
Lord loveth he chasteneth, and
scourgeth every son whom he receivetb." The times of chastening
are not pleasant or delightful but it i
said that they yield the peaceable fruit
of righteousness later on, and the Lord
allows us to get into close places for
our profit that we may be partakers
of His Holiness, thus our prayers are
often answered in a different way
from what we expect.
Years ago I heard a tory of a man
and his wife who started out in life
with high ambition to make it a success in whatever might mean success
to ~hC'm.

T~y went to work: with a

J.

ToMLINso

will, gained much property, one by
one came on increase in the family,
and after years of toil amidst slight
disappointments and difficulties, they
rose to almost the height of their ambition in obtaining \vealth. Their
children about them were happy and
glad when by and by they prayed a
special prayer that God would give
them Spiritual blessings as He had
pro pered them in temporal blessings.
They loved the Lord with pure hearts
fervently. The children were adding
happiness to them by their intelligence
and activities. Still they were not
prospering spiritually as they liked.
Ther a ked God for a deeper touch
of His grace and power and by and by
their prayer touched the throne and
God began to lead them by His providences and unseen hand in many
ways. They ,vere sincere and anxious
for God's best. They prayed even
more fervently, and oon their property began to slip away from them.
At first they took it courageously
and thought it was only the natural
misfortunes of life but as time went
on more of the ame kind of misfortunes came upon them. Their hearts
began to be broken, but with all the
efforts that they made the fortune that
had accumulated gradually disappeared. At last they threw up their
hands in despair and cried out to
God as did Job of old, "The Lord
giveth and the Lord taketh away,
blessed be the name of the Lord."
They still held on to God, their love
for Him grew stronger. They eemed
to realize that it was only the chastening of the Lord for their profo that
they might be partakers of Hi Holiness. They were troubled and yet
they believed God was in it all. As
clouds grew_ thicker and denser and
misfortunes broke in upon them with

greater force they nestled closer to
His bosom. At length with a superhuman power and faith they cried out
to God in their desperation and till
asked Him to take them deeper at any
cost, and alma t in the same breath
they exclaimed, "Though thou slayest
me, yet will I tru t thee." At last,
the clima. came, they yielded themselves wholly and unreserYedly to God
and His will. A calmness stole over
their soul , they continued their labors
and toiled early and late to keep the
wolf from the door, but their minds
,,:ere stayed upon God. Then came a
turn when the loving hand of God
began to remove the clouds and cleared the skies of their vision until the
sun began to shine brighter again. It
wa not long until they were again
pro pering and in only a few short
year they had gained almost a much
wealth a" they had before, but as they
came up this time they still held on
to God. But the le ons they had
learned as mi fortunes came upon
them were ever the means of keeping
them humble and low at the feet of
J e us. To be in their presence was
like the atmosphere of heaven. Their
words were mooth and they always
had a good and kind word of expression for all with whom they mingled.
Their children grew to manhood and
womanhood and were an honor to
their parent , and every one of them
became workers in the vineyard of
the Lord.
How much is thi tory like the one
recorded in the Bible in the Book of
Job? Job lo t everything. God allowed it for his own good. Three
worlds were watching him a mi ·
fortune after misfortune came upon
him. His oxen, a ses, servants, sheep,
camels, and his child,en were all taken
from him almost in a day and with
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all the mi fortunes that rained down
upon thi dear old saint of God it i
said that he ne\'er sinned or charged
God fooli:hly. Then came the awful
affiiction upon his body which grew
worse and \YOr.e until even his wife
became tired of him and insisted that
he curse God and die. I see the dear
old man looking up to his once happy
and fond \Yife a he said, ''Thou
peakc. t a one of the fooli h ,rnmen
speaketh. '\Vhat? shall we receive
good at the hand of God, and hall
we not receiYe evil?" In all this Job
did not sin with hi lip , he still held
on to hi intl'grity. E-vidently God
was only trying him o that three
world might witne,s an experience
ne, er to be erased from memory.
Even during the time of the mo t
.e,·ere part of thi, experience Job wa
heard to .ay, '''\Vhen he hath tried me,
I ,hall come forth a gold." Thi dear
man's faith did not waver and it is
clearly tated that in the end Job came
out victoriou . And it i said that
the latter end of Job was ble ed of
the Lord more than his beginning,
both with sheep, camels, oxen, asse ,
and son and daughters.
Doubtle s this record is given hr
the hand of God for the encouragement and help of Hi faithful children
today. l\lany are now in deep despair. Fortune ha turned again t
them. They are wandering from
place to place in this world waiting
for the tide to turn. Their hearts are
et upon God, they are pilgrim and
strangers here, but are seeking a city
to come. Ther believe in God with
all their hearts, they are laboring and
toiling and . acrificing in every way
po ible for the advancement of Hi
cause. Their prayer of years ago are
being answered. They have nothing
of thi world's good to depend upon,
so they depend upon God and this is
really what the Lord want- them to
do. The time will come when the
un hine of God's love will once
more dance in their faces if they only
remain faithful to Hirn who watches
over them every step of the way.

THE FAITHFL'L STANDARD

l\Ian} of the·e pilgrims ha\·e been irnpo ed upon br men who did not care,
and were misunder tood and misrepresented, but they took it patiently
and loved God more and more as time
went on. They are gaining in spirituality and getting deeper and deeper
into God. Ere long: many will look
back over the year of toil and trouble
with atisfaction and ar, "After all,
God knew be t."

the intere t of every child of Hi , He
will not allow one thing to come upon
His ainted child that is not for hi ·
good.

It ha been said that it is not all of
life to live, neither is it all of death
to die. Thi i a place of preparation
for future glory or future de pair.
God is looking for heroe who can ay
with Him who prayed in the garden
and aid, "Nevertheles not as I will,
but as thou wilt."

God'

'\Vho has gone through this world
that ha been any more mi under tood,
mi repre ented and abu ed than this
Hero of the garden? Who has suffered more than He ? Where is one
life that can mea. ure up to Hi ?
Judging from the exp res ion· from
His precious lips God, His Father,
finally turned away from Him and
refused to look upon Him in time of
His ore di tre· . How many have
cried out with Him from the depth
of their ouls, "l\ly God, my God,
why ha t thou for aken me~" If you
have done thi· you are surely treading
in the path of Him whom we are exhorted to follow. y OU probably can't
ee a ray of light anywhere. This is
the way Jesus trod. It i said that
He wa made perfect by the things
He uffered and not by the thing He

If you are to be made perfect, and your prayers answered, then

enjoyed.

it will come through things you uffer
rather than through things that are
pleasant. It i the suffering that break
your heart and subdues your spirit.
The extreme rejoicing and delights
that come to the Christian are good,
but doubtless the greatest strides
toward the goal, which i being like
Jesu , are made while under the
strai.n, and while being tossed by the
storms and temptations, misfortune
and troubles. God i. looking after

Through a vision of long ago it \\·as
clearly tated that in the last days,
"1.\Iany hall be purified, and made
white," but follo" ing thi purification
and whitening the hour of trial -hall
come. Purified, made white and tried.
holy people have been going
through a purifying proce s and

wl1itening up for year and now the
time for trial has come.

Only those

who do not know the Scripture' are
so much surprised. Those who know
the Scriptures and think of them as
being fulfilled in these days will
urely not be surpri ed vvben they fall
into the most severe trial of their
Doubtle s multitudes of God's

lives.

saints of today will soon be plunged
into cald rans of boiling and seething
trials more severe than they ever
thought.

Multitudes of Jobs will be

living in this world. \Ve are surely
in the time of the end when the-e
thing shall be realized and prophecy
fulfilled in this respect a well a other
respect..
often wondered if the
Twenty-third Psalm has been taken
I

have

It i u ually read with glee
and gladnes because the Lord is our

wrong.

Shepherd and He offer' us o many
good things and finally the writer declare that his cup runneth over. This
cup and the running over ha usually
been taken to expre s gladness, joy
and glory. This is u ually believed
to mean that the Lord, as being our
Shepherd, and Him leading us beside
the still waters and in the green pastures would be filling us so full of
glory and happiness that we would
not be able to contain the blessing so
that they would run over.
Sometime ago in meditating upon
this Psalm my attention was called to
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the fact that often in Scripture the
cup is u ed to expre an over- upply
of trouble and distres . Isaiah refers
to it a' being a cup of dreg- and trembling from the hand of the Lord.
Jeremiah u e' a similar illu tration.
Zechariah declares God will make
Jerusalem a cup of trembling. Then
when the mother of James and John

ing an angel to strengthen Him but
it "a while He was in the mid t of
the drinking of the cup of suffering.
The P almist tells us that God prepare a table for His faithful children
right in the pre ence of Hi enemie
but he does not say what that table
contains. His head is al o anointed
with oil. Thi might indicate the

came to Jesus and requested that her
two sons might sit on His right and

divine moothnes that comes into the

at :\ft. Calvary."

life of a saint during extreme uffering. He further declares that hi, cup

us deeper.

left side in His kingdom J e us told
her that he did not know what she
a keel, and further a ked the men if
they were able to drink of the cup
that He hould drink of. To this
question they answered, "\Ve are
able."

ot long after this we find

things

He

uffered

rather

than

through the things He enjo, ed, and
with trembling lip and tear- tained
eyes they lift their quivering hand
to·ward heaven and say, "Take me
deeper, Lord, at any co~t. I will go
with thee at any co t. I will go with
thee through the garden and fini h 11p
Anrthing to take

runs over, and if this means the cup

The la ·t days are upon u . Thi. i
beyond que. tion. The uffering time

of uffering it would be no more than
that experienced by Job and that ex-

has come.

perie.nced by Jesu when they were
both plunged into the very deepe t
suffering.

And when the Psalmi t

Je us crying out from soul agony
while lying upon Hi face in the gar-

declare · that goodnes and mercy hall

den of Gethsemane, "O, my Father,
if it i pos ·ible let thi cup pa from

declared when he aid, "When I am
tried I will come forth a gold," and

follow him it is no more than Job

It is

age the preciou

111)

desire to encou r-

pilgrims oi earth

while they are now being tried. And
what can be more effecti,e in bringing Hi · aint together into unity and
love than for them all to be plunged
together into this tremendou pre'~?
I used to think that the per ecutions
and troubles of the Ia~t days would
be a whip to drive the Chri tian peo-

same voice cried out again apparently

Je us, when the angel came and
trengthened Him while He wa·

in the very deepe t groans of de. pair,
"O my father, if thi cup may not pass

drinking the dreg of the cup of uffering. In other words it is expres-

of J e u

away from me except I drink it thy
will be done." The cup ma} some-

ive of faith in the aint of God " 'hen
a declaration of this kind falls from

of the "·ord~ of Daniel concerning the
purif) ing and making white and then

time represent an OYer-,upply of joy
and gladness but the cup in the gar-

hi· lip, when he i bo,nd in

trial after he ha been purified and

I wru . o far off after all.

den evidently meant an over-supply of

made ,vhite.

people will be made one and there will

mt!."

Only a few minutes later thi

Je

e,·ere

us , ent that

After having been given a glimp e

way how can we expect to go any
other way, if we follow Him every

of what it means to be taken deeper
into God are you till willing to pray

step of the way?

the one prayer, '' Lord, take me deeper
at any co t ?" I be1ieve many of the

suffering, and when

ow drop back to the Twenty-

ple togethl:'r in ansn·er to the prayer
Chri ·t that they all might

be one. At that time I did not think

being tried.

But I do not know that
ure-ly God'

be some kind of pre ure brought to
bear to perform this thin,Y, becau e
we can't think of God making any
failure. It seems now that atan i
doing everything in hi po,Yer to sep-

thi rd Psalm. "\Ve are alway glad to

. ainted pilgrim

~f earth today will

arate the children of God into differ-

recognize the L-0rd a our Shepherd.
\ e believe He will care for us and

continue to pray thi, kind of a prayer

in the open face of what it will mean.

ent cla e., bands, and in titution , or
whether it i Satan doing thi · or not

guide u, through life like a shepherd
cares for and guides his sheep. There

They have gone too far in the Jui tian experience to turn back. They

it is being done. The reason I placed
the responsibility upon atan i be-

are the green pasture , there are the
still waters, there i the re toration of

have suffered the lo

of too many

cau e it is right the opposite of the

things now to think of giving up.

the soul, there is also the leading in
the paths of righteou ne , but there

They are too far over on the other
ide to think of retracing their tepi;.

prayer of J e u · and I think J e-u wa
right. · nd I am looking for a great

is al. o the walking through the valley

They are bent on perfection even

God i \vith the pilgrim and comforts

though to be made perfect mean- more
suffering. But they want to follow

So God was with Jesus in the

their Lord and they remember that

garden and comforted Him by send-

He was made perfect through the

and shadow of death.
him.

But in all thi

d1a11ge to take place in the very near
future ,vhen something "·ill be done
to get people disgu ted with the e
division. and institution until they
will exclaim, "Anything Lord, to take
And thi deepening
us deeper."

1
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doubtless will bring about a unity that
sUiface work will never do.
How ea y it is for people to throw
away prejudice, divisions and anything that causes separations when
they are placed in the same box where
both are suffering alike. They will
then go to trying to help one another
instead of working against one another. Think of the story of two men
who are enemies to each other crossing the stream in the ame boat.
About half way over the boat began
to sink. They had not spoken a word
to each other while cro ·sing. The
oarsman did his best to save his boat
but all in vain. He had to have the
a i tance of the t\\' O men and they
had to help each other or they could
not possibly save them elves from destruction. They both saw the situation at once, threw away their past
differences, plunged into it with a
will, and by their tremendous effort
working with a will, with their oars-

man they reached the other shore.
This experience was enough, they
were afterward friends evermore.
I wonder what kind of a close place
God's people are going to get into.
Surely something will come and how
do I know but what it is near at
hand ? The prayers to take us deeper
are cowtantly going up and this means
that suffering is coming, and in my
mind this means not only a closer walk
with God but a closer walk with one
another.
Beloved, let us keep up our prayers,
although the answer comes through
suffering, let us not back down. Let
us beLeve for great things. Let u
bumble ourselves under the hand of
God that we may be exalted in due
time to the oneness of spirit and unity
of faith. When we have gotten
through we can then take a retrospecitve view of the past and doubtless see where His hand has even lead
us safely through.

As this message comes to a close I
find a deep yearning in my heart for
all of God's faithful struggling children who have been cast out upon the
sea of life by the loving and tender,
yet powerful hand of God, which has
placed them in the state of final trial.
There is a love for all Christians, no
matter who or where they seem to be,
strengthening every day. There mu t
be a line, yes, a real life line that has
already been thrown out which we
mu t grasp and hold to with dogged
determination until it draws us out
of the ocean of eparation and division and lands us afely on the shore
of unity and love. Then look forward
to the glad hand shakes, expressions
of loving greetings and congratulations, as we remember how we have
been dragged out of the ocean by the
one great and powerful life line, the
cup of suffering. May Gods love continue to dwell in our hearts. May
we ever yield to His will. Amen!

Have You Backslid?
matter if it has been nventy
years or more since you were saved
from sin it is good for you to reflect
back over the past long enough to
think of the spot, the circum tances,
the preacher, the prayers, the songs,
and especially the agony of conviction
and sweet peace that followed wnen
you threw up your hands 'lnd surrendered all to Jesus and fell under
the blood. It will help to make you
appreciate the power of the blood,
subdue your spirit now, and make
you love your Savior better. If you
have wandered away and lost your
first love, a little time of thinking
over the past will do you good. If
He saved you then He is good
enough to take you back again. Remember the prodigal son and come
back home.
ro

This world to ·you is what you
make it. You can give way to
despair, become despondent and fail in
reaching the aspirations of your early
life, or even go further into discouragement so that death would be preferable, or you can brace up and be
a real human to encourage your race.
It takes courage to meet the frowns
of life, but if you are determined you
can rise above and put your opposers
to shame, not by opposing them, but
by rendering loving service to others
that will draw the heavenly light and
glory into your heart and life and
thus it will shine from your happy
hilarious expression in a way to cause

life useful and happy. Remember the
Lord is only good to you when He
lets you go through hard places. It
pleases Him for you to be able to
bear it and you will rejoice the more
after you have reached the other side.
COUNT it all joy when you fall into divers temptations whether it IS
joy or not. Count your paper dollars even if some of them are worn
and torn. The dull, torn and worn
dollar bill will purchase just as much
as a beautiful bright new dollar.
Get the le son and put it into practice and you will feel like raising up
your head, throwing back your
shoulders and being somebody yet. Re-

your enemies to wonder and shudder.

member now is the time you need to

Be something for God and He will

show yourself a real hero for the

be for you all you need to make your

Master.
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THE FANATIC
'' God rVorks in a 111ysterious way
His Wonders to Perform;
He plants His Footsteps in the Sea
And Rides upon the Storm."
-COWPER

READ THIS FIRST
Calvin Turner, a young religious
fanatic of New York City, is locked
up by a New York judge-for prPaching on the st,·uts after being ordered
not to. In jail he preachei and pray,,
and •r.uorks. He does everything that
comes to Iris mind to do, unmindful of
<wlr,•ther it is wise to do or not.
Finding New York City croqvtf.s
hard to convince of Salvation and
Judgment to come, he becomes a Colporteur for the American Bible Society-in tire Hills of Western North
Carolina-a number of years ago.
After reaching a certain town,
Broqvn's Gap, Ire is seen by gossiping
tongues with a faithful woman, Mrs.
llfartlr,\ Jf7 aycross, both weeping about
somet/1111g. f luy were really weeping
about the sms of the mountain town
of Brown's Gap, but the gossipers reported that he was trying to meet Mrs.
IVaytross "on the quiet." Some men
,,f the town found Calvin Turner the
c~lprn:trur in his covered wagon 'with
l11s b1~les and ot!zer literature-dragged /nm 0111, stripped !rim of all his
clothes but his underwear burnt !,is
wagon, hibln, literatuu a~d allI and
drove liis hors~ away_. Here tl,e story
of the Fanatic begins again wit/1
Part Three.

III.

M

AL VI r TURNER, fanatic,
chased from street preaching
ew York to distributing
in
Bibles and Te taments in the mounorth Carolina,
tains of Western
was alone in the edge of the forest at
three o'clock in the morning. 1 o
light~ gleamed from the homes in
Brown's Gap, to which he might turn
for a welcome. The raider who had
burned his Bible wagon to a cinder,
and let his horse run away, had already gone to bed-and Calvin was
alone--disheartened and undone. If
only he had been left his Bible-or his
clothes so that he might go into the
Yillage-but he stood there with only
his underwear on, which he had u ed
as his night clothes.
"\Vhat have I done, Lord, that I
should thus be mistreated? What will
the Bible Society say when they hear

I have thus been attacked? Oh, Lord,
am I out of Thy will?" Di mal and
alone, Calvin was having another trial
of his faith, just as he was setting
about converting the village of
Brown's Gap. :Mouths too quick to
gossip had ruined him to start with.
He knelt upon the ground by an
old oak tree that some spoiler of the
forest had felled, and left there unow the oak trunk was beginused.
ning to decay.
Calvin Turner wept!

In that dark hour before dawn,
there was no sleep for him-tear of
despondency had swollen his eyes. The
night was a little chill, but he had
nothing to gather about him and give
him warmth. Even in that hour he
repeated reverently to himself, and
with his eyes lifted toward the stars
shining eternally from heaven: "The
foxes have holes, and the birds of the
air have nests, but the son of man hath
not where to lay his-." He stopped
short-footsteps were approachingand in the suddenness of it he didn't
know whether it were friend or foel°'vly, stealtllily it wa coming
nearer-but Calvin feared for the moment to turn his head-but tru ted in
God.
He hear<l a big breath over himand knew-it wa his hor e-friend,
staunch and true for nearly five
months already. Calvin turned towards Big Barney, and a new flood
of tears filled his eye', as he thought
-"Everything was gone, but here is
my horse. God ha not entirely forsaken me."
Evidently the hor e had been
tramping about· in the fore t, feeling
that something was wrong. Tramp,
tramp, tramp, perhaps an un een
hand had guided his way-but he had
found hi master. The beautiful bay

lay down to re t. Calvin Turner,
very chill indeed by this time, crawled
over by the horse--and with the
weariness and sadness of the night
broken by the happy thought that had
arisen in his heart-if his horse has
not forgotten him, neither has his God
-and went to sleep.
IV.
John Ballew, estimable gentleman
of the village, arose early next morning because he heard the cows in the
cornfield, which came right up to the
edge of his house. He drove them
back to the pasture, only to discover
that two others were out of the small
enclosure at the edge of the pasture,
·where he u ually kept them for the
night-and he aw where the wire
fence had been tramped down.
The tracks indicated they had gone
toward the 'woods not far di tant, and
he tarted in that direction. God may
let omebody' cows get out of the
pa ture to do it, but be is bound to
take care of his own! It was in those
woods were Calvin Turner and his
big bay Barney lay sleeping--even
though the un had already peeped
above the hills, the rays had not penetrated the deep foliage of the forest
enough to awake them.
But the call of John Ballew for
his straying cattle did wake both of
them, and immediately they stirred
Ballew aw them-to his consternation. The horse there, standing up
with hi harness on, the traces dragging, and Calvin Turner endeavoring
to hide himself behind the hor e, for
alas, he was still in hi night clothes.
Ballew wa one of tho e fine old
mountaineer , ru tic, a farmer, with
full mu tache and beard, who had no
fear. He was among other things a
hunter, and did not hesitate to advance and see what it wa all about.
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Calvin Turner was rea med, by
the genuine inter t of thi man, and
told him of the pre,·ious night's episode. "Jim ::\IcCalli.ter,-he' the
one that did it-I know it. The bigg-e t bootlegger and lady killer in thi
part of the countr)-with a wife who
i. a stormy petrel in her O'\Yn home
and everybody el e' .'' That is ·what
Ballew thought of the episode. A man
of action, Ballew immediately ,-vent
to the village and bought a new,
though rather cheap, outfit of clothe.
for Calvin.
But when Ballew beard of it allsaw the mighty enthu-ia m of Calvin.
and recalled how he hated Jim l\IcCallister and hi, ilk, he urged Calvin
to hold a meeting right in his house.
Surely here wa a wonderful opportll11ity which was being prepared for
him. How el e could a door for
service have been opened ! i\.n unusual way to have a door for meeting
opened, but if the Lord will it to
come that way- o be it!
John Ballew invited Calvin Turner
to have church in his house, not because he ,ms e pecially interested in
the mes age of the gospel, as because
he hated Jim :.'11.cCalli ter. He would
not e, eo pa in front of Jim :\fcCalJi-ter'- store, except out in the roador speak to any of hi· friend. who
might be sitting on the empty boxes
in front of McCallister's , tore. So
much did he detest McCalli ter.
During the entire time of the fir t
• three week in John Ballew's house
aJ! Calvin could seem to do was to
read some from the Scriptures, and
then cry in burdens for the souls of
men and ,vomen in Brown's Gap. In
the day time he helped in the Ballew
cornfield , and held prayer . ervices
,e\·eral nights each week. In a short
time, John Ballew's wife as well as
Mrs. l\Iartha W aycro s had been
greatly blessed of tl1e Lord, and there
1.w.re the beginnings of some !!OOd
work.

Then on a Sunday afternoon the
crowd, overflowing Ballew's parlor,
gathered in the yard in front of the
house. A high fence OYergrown "vitb
honey uckle vine , the hades of big
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tree. , and the scent of flmvers made

it a setting of great promise.
Cah in Turner arrived after most
of the worhippers had already taken
their seats, and they were singing a
hymn of sacred memory, inter per ed
with ob of reverence and glory. But
there wa, no tear in Turner's erethere was fire. On thi afternoon he
<lid not wear his usual sack coat, like
ordinary individuals-he had on a
mini te1ial frock, a collar on backwards, no necktie. He wa n't the
Turner they thought he was-he was
now apparently a reverend gentleman,
a proverbial sky-pilot, and more-he
had that trange fiery look in his eyes
-determination and resoh·e.
The time was opportune for prayer.
A call to prayer would have melted
all present in fervent Sllpplication for
the souls of men and women in
Brown' Gap. But Calvin Turner
didn't call for prayer. He stiffir announced tltat his text for the afternoon wa · the fifteenth ver.e of the
forty-first chapter of Isaiah:

"Behold, I will make thee a
new sharp threshing instrument
having teeth: thou shalt thresh
the mountain, and beat them
small, and shalt make the hills
as chaff."
"Brethren,'' continued Turner, in
aa affected, sonorous, ministerial monotone, "it has been revealed to me
that I AM THAT SHARP
KW
THRESHI G I STRUME TT
HAVI 'G TEETH ." He paused
to see the effect upon his hearers. A
single amen was uttered, anJ that
from one who had not yet brought
himself from tl1e reveience and worship of the last hymn.
"I am going to begin my thre bing
here in Brown' Gap . I am going to
pull do;vn those two churches standing there on the hill-two churches
that are dead in trespasses and in sin
-a Methodist Church and a Baptist
Church-fighting and tearing at each
other instead of winning souls to
God." I am going to ee that the
Back lidden Baptist Preacher either
gets religion or get,; out. I am going
to see that Slagle, pastor of the Meth-

MANY DOLLARS
FOR GOOD

AGENTS
Everv month we pay hundreds of
dolla~·s to agents of THE FAITHF L STANDARD-they delight
in turning theil' spare hou:rs into
dollars.

LET US PAY YOU CASH
FOR YOUR SPARE
HOURS
We have an offer for you. You
don't neeu any experience. Give
us a chance to tell you about our
plan for you. Just Wl.'ite a few
lines (a postal card will do) to
THE FAITHFUL STANDARD,
leveland, Tenn., and our liberal
offer will be mailed to you at once.

odist Church, reads the Bible on Sunday morning instead of John We lcy.
"I am going down tl1e street where
the tore are and make tho e merchant "-ho have been giving grocerie.
for i.:ross-ties come acro-s ;ind pay the
right price for those cro s-tie .
"I am going down to Jim ::.\lcCaIlister, the bootlegger and crooked merchant, the man "·ho burned m) gospel
wagon and left me bare in the woods.
and I am going to make him fall upon
his knees and seek God, if peradventure there is a God for uch a man a
he is.
"I am going to the dead church
members in thi town, whited epuldnes that they are, and start threshing there.
"No ,\·oncler Brown's Gap boas a
murderer of sixteen men, pistol taters,
bootlegger·; no wonder revenue
ag-ents are afraid to come in hereEVE. 1 THE SO-CALLED
CHURCH
l\IEMBERS
ARE
WITH ONLY 01 E EXCEPTIO r THAT I KNOW OF
HYPOCR[TE.
"I have the revelation from God,
and I am guing forward with my
threshing. I am going to ,ee Brown'.
Gap conver ted. I am going to lay
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Good for every Christian to have.
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o many gods,
o many creed ,
So many paths
That wind and wind;
\Vhen ju t to be
A little kind
I all this sad world needs.

down the rules of living, as they have
been revealed to me, to make a Christian town out of Brown's Gap.
" In addition to the Ten Commandments I have had re\ ealed to me ten
more commandmen!s that are ab olutely e ential for Chri tian living in
Brown' - Gap--and unless you live up
to tho e ten new commandments you
cannot expect God to ble s your town
-or you either, for when one suffers
all must suffer.
"The Ten
ommandment you
know-you find them in the twentieth
Chapter of Exodu . The ten new
commandments that I give to you, as
they have been revealed to me, are
named on thi fonn which I hold in
my hand. Tomorrow I am going to
tack this in a frame on the big tree in
front of Jim 1cCalli ter's storeand let them that read learn.
"These are the ten new commandment
1. Do nfJ/. eat any more hog meat.
( Unclean.)
2. Do not play any violins. ( Tiu
devil's instrument.)
3. Do not wear neckties. (It is
only pride.)
4. Women must dress very plain.
5. Do not chew tobacco ( or sell
it).
6. Do not smoke or dri11k.
7. Do not do an}' work on u11day-not even cook.
8. Pay the tithe of all you earn to
the ministry.
9. Do not chew chewing gum.
10. Do not go riding 011 Sunday,
neither 011 the train, nor in your
own vehicles.
"Except Ye' do these things Ye shall
all likewise perish."
John Ballew said Amen-jut a
long as it took a fling at Jim 1c allister.
Mrs. 1artha \Vaycross had bowed
her head in silent thought and prayer.
he had a foreboding of what would
happen after this sermon. She could
scarce refrain from crying out in angui h-if only the sermon could be
unsaid!
If only this service, the most largely
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attended yet, could have been the
same prayerful, sweet fellowship
meetings that they had been before.
Had Calvin Turner become so zealous for the salvation of Brown's Gap
that he had stepped in to try to help
God do the work? Had he opened the
shell trying to aid the baby chick,
seeking the light of day, and would
the work be crippled, as the baby
chick, and probably die?
The burden was too heavy, and
Mrs. W'aycross, unable to bear up
longer in the service, quietly arose,
and with head still bowed, went out
the gate, and started home.
Calvin Turner continued his tirade
on Brown's Mule, Wrigley's gum,
ostrich feathers, Cheney's neckties,
violins (and banjos); his voice was
ever more bitter, and out in the open
it became husky and gutteral. You
could see the crusader in his face--but
the mellowness of him had vanished,
at least during that discourse.
At the conclusion of it he was completely exhausted. He sat down in
a chair, and John Ballew, who had
sensed some feelings that were not
altogether pleasimt, saved the situation by beginning a familiar hymn in
which all joined with relief.
The gathering dispersed almost immediately, without the usual feeling
of wishing to commune together upon
the goodness of the Lord at the meeting. And Calvin Turner still sat on
the porch-the fire still there-and
the determination.
About nightfall John Ballew and
Calvin Turner tacked up the new ten
commandments on the big tree across
Above
from McCalli ter's store.
them they crudely lettered a commandment that alone meant much.
The new words were:

COME TO JESUS
They tacked this last sign higher up
than they could reach, but the new
ten commandments could be reached
from the ground.
Within an hour after Turner had
delivered his sermon the village was
in arms. Jim McCallister boiled with
fury but still possessed himself, cunningly devising means to get the
sweetest vengeance of all-in the code

of those mountaineers. The crowd
gravitated toward McCallister, and
little clu ters could be seen after dark,
by matches being frequently struck.
Gradually they found their way down
toward McCallister's store. They
did not expect the new Ten Commandments to be erected so soon, but
some curious person had investigated
and sure enough it was there.
Twenty-five or thirty men gathered
under that tree-talking of vengeance. In Brown's Gap many of the
men carried pistols-and there were
several pistols in the crowd that night.
The ten commandments were torn
down and cut into a thousand shreds.
There were threats of immediate
action. Jim McCallister persuaded
all present to "leave Turner to me,"
and "I'll fix him early tomorrow."
The morrow dawned propitiously,
the sun coming up in glorious majesty,
ruler of the day. Jim McCallister
arose early and went out on the back
porch of the old house which had been
his father's before him. He was in a
sense, though quite young, the leader
of the village-respected, especially
because he could be a bad man on occasion. In all his mix-ups no sheriff
had attempted to arrest him, for he
was feared. He felt that he must
now protect his village from this
fanatic, Calvin Turner.
He had in his hand a weapon that
he expected to discharge into Calvin
Turner before the sun was two hours
high. On that back porch, high up
under the eaves, hung a musket, with
powder horn and ramrod, treasured
possessions of his father. His father
had been a bad man on occasion, but
had boasted on his deathbed that he
had never taken advantage of an
enemy-it was always a fair fight.
McCallister thought of that, as he
chanced to glance at the ru ty old
muzzle loader. Instead of taking one
two
McCallister took
weapon
weapons.
He went down to John Ballew's a
half hour later, and asked for Calvin
Turner. Turner came out and greeted
him fearlessly, and without flinching.
McCallister brought up the matter of
the sermon and the sign in a pleasant
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voice, inquiring if the things he had
heard had actually been said. Turner
replied that while be bad not u ed
the words, in effect what he had heard
was true.
l\IcCalli ter then told him, as
calmly and bu inesslike as if he was
trading two sacks of flour for a load
of cros -ties, "I have come to kill
you."
Turner was just a calm, a if he
were peaking to a small boy urging
him to give hi heart to God. It did
not seem to phase him in any sen e.
As they had talked and argued,
the one in the language of the aint,
the other profane and merciless, each
recognized that the other was a man
-every inch. And when McCallister
said to Turner "I have come to kill
you," he added, "But I will not trike
a defenseless man. You take this pi tol
and will take this one, and we'll have
it out here, man to man."
"l\1cCallister," said Turner, firmly
and unmoved, "I cannot fight. God
above fight my battles. I will not
take the gun." And so saying he
pu hed back the out tretched hand,
not deigning to touch the gun. But
he added:
"If you will not be sati fied without
such vengeance as you now contemplate upon me-you may shootbut I shall not reply."
Jim McCallister's trigger finger
moved out of position. The expre sion
of fight on his face subsided, a he returned both weapons to their hol ters.
::" looKed Turner full in the face and
said :
"I am still man enough not to fight
a man who won't defend him elf." He
turn ed and went away.

The two pistol incident jmt
related is almost the exact
words of an incident that happened to the writer's knowledge. And how from out of
all this was God to get Glory
in Brown's Gap? You will find
out in the next number of

THE FAITHFUL STANDARD, in which the story ia
completed.
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Can He Destroy
the World with This?
Professor E. L. Hollingshead, of Pasadena, California, the inventor, claims that he can. It is an
electrical apparatus introducing a new electric ray,
like the X-Ray, only infinitely more powerful.
He says that by attaching this instrument to ordinary city electricity, passing the electricity through
a transformer, and then through this gun, there is
sufficient force to virtually destroy the world.

*

*

It is generally reported that the U. S. Government
has in its possession certain gasses recently discovered, with which entire cities could be destroyed
almost in a twinkling-every living thing would be
destroyed.

*

*

*

A big house of Steel was built up in Massachusetts
for making experiments in creating thunder and
lightning. A few spectators were present to observe
thunder and lightning brought under control right
in the house. Of course they were carefully insulated for protection.

*

*

*

This writer is not in very close touch with scientific developments, but when I saw the picture of
such a small instrument as Professor Hollingshead's

designed to destroy the world, I thought of a little
instrument that you and I have seen, about twoand-a-half inches long, that destroys worlds of happiness every day.
-That unruly member!
Just let somebody hear something-pass it
through their tongue-and it becomes a destroyer.
And yet, just as the instrument which the great
Scientist has invented can be made usefi:: ••<>rv
useful indeed-so can the tongue be made useful.
The poison gas above referred to has great commercial value-but if turned loose-for example if it
were in the hands of someone that couldn't control
his tongue-it would be a menace. Thunder and
Lightning striking hither and thither usually destroys more than it helps. But harnessed, and guided
by wise men it is the mightiest force for work in the
world today.
As James says, Bridle Your Tongue. Make it
accomplish something-not try to destroy something that some one else has buil~ I
You don't have to think to crit:cize-that doesn't
take a thimble full of brains. But try to open your
mouth now and say something good about somebody-and see how good you feel

